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1) Figure 8 Passing/Goalie Stretch (3/3)  
Not Diagrammed/Catch & Pass 
 
2) Blais Support Passing/Goalie Warm-Up (7/10) 
Place 6 tires/barrels as diagrammed. Players line up in three lines at each end of the 
rink with the middle line having pucks as diagrammed. On the whistle, one group of 3 
players from one end skate down the ice passing randomly to each other. Players 
cannot skate the puck across the plane of the ice at each barrel – players must support 
to the puck in position to receive a pass from the other side of the plane of the barrel. 
The last barrel on each rush can be ignored for players to shoot with MLD & DLD 
attack. Focus: Passing, support, delays, hockey sense, and awareness 

3) Forward/Backward Over-Speed (6/16) 
On the whistle, first player in each line explodes out of the line & skates 
forward to the top of the big circle, turn to backward & skate backward to the 
bottom of the circle, turn to forward…receive pass from coach for two touch 
shot. Players line up at the opposite end of the ice but on the same side so 
they are doing the drill in both directions. 4 Repetitions. 

4) Forward Crossover Over-Speed (6/22) 
On the whistle, first player in each line explodes out of the line & skates 
forward crossing over until both skates touch the inside of the face-off circle 
as diagrammed continuing forward crossing over until both skates touch 
inside the center face-off circle before receiving pass from the coach for a 
two touch shot. Players line up on the opposite side of the ice in the same 
end.to the top of the big circle, turn to backward & skate backward to the 
bottom of the circle, turn to forward…receive pass from coach for two touch 
shot. Players line up at the opposite end of the ice but on the same side so 
they are doing the drill in both directions. 4 Repetitions. 
 

5) Forwards/Defense Split (18/40) 
 
Forwards 
a)  
b)  
Defense 
a)  
b)  
 

6) Three Puck Quick Up Counter/Regroup Scrimmage (10/50)
-OF’s skate randomly near blue line as diagrammed. On whistle, coach spots puck 
behind OD and O’s fill lanes for quick up counter vs. XD’s who gap up to play 
rush…quick 2nd whistle doesn’t allow attack into OZ and coach spots new puck behind 
OD to repeat… quick 3rd whistle doesn’t allow attack into OZ and coach spots new 
puck behind OD with XF1 fore-checking to force D to D pass and re-group before 
attacking vs. XD’s…when puck passes over red line, the remaining XF’s back-check 
into DZC and live play. 
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7) Double Drive with ‘D’ Join (10/60) 
On the whistle, 5 players breakout vs two ‘D’ as diagrammed. Forwards 
must attack with double drive with weak side ‘D’ joining play as 4th 
attacker. Options for puck carrier include shot, direct pass to teammate 
driving the net, pass to teammate dot wide, pass off pads or pass to late 
attacker. On whistle, D who played the rush breakout 3 new forwards 
against 2 new D in the opposite direction. Puck must travel behind the net 
on each breakout...play is continuous. 
Variation: Add a back-checking forward to create a 3v2 rush with a 
back-checker forcing the attack to look for the late attacker. 

8) 3v3 Neutral Zone Game (10/70) 
Position players in diagonal corners of the drill playing surface 
- Coach for each team is in opposite corner of drill playing surface 
- Coach spots puck in pit to start & keeps game moving by passing puck 
(offensive transition) to a player on their team anytime a goal is scored, 
the puck goes beyond their defending goal line or the goalie stops play 
- 30 second shifts on whistle, puck is left & players change on the fly 
- Head Coach is involved in directing the play, teaching & encouraging 
players to compete & play at desired tempo & focus on concepts of play. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: - All elements of a regulation game are 
contained in a small area: transition to offense, attack, transition to 
defense, defensive play, offensive & defensive body position, puck 
protection, support, etc. 
 
  

 

 

 


